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A Tree From Every Nation on
Earth: California’s Capitol
Park Trees Under Threat
By Paula J. Peper
All opinions expressed herein are those of the author alone and are published for informational purposes only.
These opinions do not represent the official position of ASCA or The Arboricultural Consultant. Articles
and letters to the editor in response are welcome.

When most people think of state capitols, they think legislation, legislators,
and governors, not trees and parks. From
its beginnings in the 1860s, plans for the
California State Capitol in Sacramento
were different. The planners sought to
embrace California’s unique Mediterranean climate by creating a park surrounding the Capitol like no other capitol
grounds in the United States. According
to a 1901 California newspaper article, it
would ultimately hold a “Tree from Every
Nation on Earth” (The San Francisco
Call, Vol. 90, No. 170, Nov. 17, 1901).
The goal sounds a bit grandiose, but William O’Brien (the first state capitol gar-

dener) and those who followed managed
to obtain trees from all continents except
Antarctica, a feat that exceeded the abilities of all arboretums in the United States
at that time. No other arboretum held
specimens from the “more tropical” zones
beneath the Tropic of Cancer. Newspapers from California to New York City
wrote articles about the California State
Capitol Park grounds.
O’Brien’s original planting list is a
translation challenge to any of us
versed in botanic tree names: Gingko
(or maidenhair) was Salisburia adiantifolia, now Gingko biloba; Portugal laurel was Cerasus lusitanica, now Prunus

lusitanica, Southern magnolia was Magnolia foetida, now Magnolia grandiflora;
and so the list requiring interpretation
continued.
Between political fights, floods requiring the addition of thousands of tons of
soil to build the grounds up above flood
stage, funding lapses, and construction
problems, the Capitol was not completed until 1874. When it was completed, a row of Deodar cedars (Cedrus
deodara) stretched across the front of the
great entryway to the Capitol building.
Giant sequoia (Sequoiadendron giganteum), coast redwood (Sequoia sempervirens), and bunya-bunya (Araucaria bidwillii) surrounded the building along
with California fan palms (Washingtonia filifera) at the park’s border and
numerous additional tree and shrub species. Many of these still stand today.
By 1908, the assistant state forester, C.H.
Sellars, reported there were 39 species
from North America, 10 European species, eight from Australia and New Zealand, five from Asia, six from Japan, eight
from the tropics, and four from South
America surrounding the original four
blocks where the Capitol was centered.
Horticulturists from across the country
came to examine the tree species and
decide if they could be planted in their
states. One of them was L.A. Jester, a representative from Des Moines, Iowa, who
sought to improve the capitol grounds in
his home state.

Figure 1. The front of the Capitol flanked by Deodar cedars planted in the 1870s.
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the legislature passed a law that allowed
them “to pursue the construction of a
state capitol building annex or the restoration, rehabilitation, renovation, or
reconstruction of the State Capitol Building Annex.” (California Senate Bill 836,
ch. 31)
Unlike their predecessors who voted to
fully restore the oldest portion of the
Capitol in 1975, our legislators have voted
to demolish the historic Annex, replacing
it with a much larger building, plus add a
Visitor Center and underground parking
structure with free parking for legislators and the governor, hugely impacting
Capitol Park and its famed trees. They
have ignored the options to restore, rehabilitate, or renovate the existing Annex.
Figure 2. Bunya-Bunya planted in 1887.

Figure 3. Southern magnolia with 61-in
diameter-at breast height to be removed.

Transformations

state officials. The Annex was designed
by Alfred Eichler, designer of many public buildings throughout the state and
is an excellent example of mid-century
modern architecture.

Capitol Park underwent many changes
after the 1860s, as did the Capitol Building. By the 1920s, the building was
nearly out of room. A Library and Courts
building was constructed a block away,
and employees were moved to it.
Prior to 1908, the park had been
expanded to 40 acres, extending from
10th Street on the West to 15th Street on
the East, and L Street on the North to
N Street on the South. In May 1897, a
Memorial Grove was dedicated through
the efforts of the Ladies of the Grand
Army of the Republic. Thirty-seven trees
from all the major Civil War battlefields
were planted by 1902. Only five of these
trees remain today, the absence of the rest
sadly emblematic of an ongoing battle
to preserve the park and its glorious tree
canopy.
Seventy years after the Capitol’s completion, the government had again outgrown needed space, and the East Annex
was built to accommodate the governor,
lieutenant governor, legislators, and other

Now another 70 years have passed, and
staff and legislators have outgrown the
East Annex despite the fact that an additional off-park legislative office building
was added across the street. In 2016,

Today’s Park

The park covers 40 acres encompassing 12 city blocks. The four blocks surrounding the Capitol—one-third of the
park’s acreage—will be impacted by the
planned construction. There are currently
over 860 trees in Capitol Park, representing 210 unique species from around the
world. They shade public gatherings, celebrations, and protests. Millions of visitors stroll the grounds annually, enjoying
the beauty and shade of the magnificent
trees. Scientists, arborists, and horticulture students study the trees. Some,

Figure 4. Fallen Great Battle Civil War Memorial trees.
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like myself, use it to teach students species identification. The restored Capitol,
the historic Annex, and the surrounding park are on the U.S. Park Service
National Register of Historic Places, part
of a national program to protect and preserve America’s historic and archeological resources. It is considered one of the
most beautiful and unique state capitol
grounds in the nation.
The trees on the four city blocks of the
park surrounding the Capitol are currently threatened as never before. Trees
to be removed completely or relocated
remain unknown to the public. The
draft Environmental Impact Report on
the project was followed by a recirculated
draft, confusingly stating at one point
that up to 60 trees would be removed
and later only 20–30 trees. Which trees
will be held during the 30-ft deep excavations for parking, and where? Where is a
landscape plan? All remain unanswered
questions. The Capitol and the park are
under the jurisdiction of the California
State Legislature. Although not required
to produce an arborist report, they have
requested one. It will be available, along
with a landscape management plan, only
for the acreage impacted after the Environmental Impact Report is finalized
and signed. The date for the final EIR
remains unknown. The city of Sacramento’s tree ordinances due not pertain to
state-owned grounds.
This park lost nearly 10 percent of its
trees after Governor Brown instituted
water cutbacks with the park to be an
example for the public during a drought.
In 2014 the Department of General Services (DGS) finally contracted with ISA
Certified Arborist Bryan Hill for a risk
assessment of the trees. This was the first
assessment made by a Certified Arborist
in many years. No members of the park
tree crew are Certified Arborists. When
I spoke with Bryan in 2017, he shared
his opinions on the state of the trees.
Hazards were plentiful. He was amazed

no injuries or fatalities had occurred.
The park trees were in terrible shape.
A number showed signs of limb breakage, and many needed proper pruning.
There were trees that needed immediate removal, others needed immediate
pruning to reduce end weight, and all
required monitoring as proper pruning
was completed.
In 2015, I was appointed by then Assembly Speaker Toni Atkins to the Historic
State Capitol Commission (HSCC), a
committee established to provide advisory reviews to the Joint Rules Committee (JRC) on the maintenances, restoration, development, and management of
the restored State Capitol, the historic
Annex, and Capitol Park. The commission consisted of seven members:
two members appointed by the speaker
of the assembly, two appointed by the
president pro tem of the senate, and the
state historic preservation officer, state
librarian, and state archivist serving ex
officio. Richard (Dick) Cowan was the
chair, and I was appointed in 2015 as an
expert in tree issues. I gave a presentation
in 2017 to the commission on the dire
need for a Capitol Park Tree Management Plan. My advice was based on the
fact that the trees had not been properly
cared for in many years.
The commission then advised JRC Chairman Ken Cooley that a Capitol Park Tree
Management Plan was needed. We were
told that the plan would have to wait
until the construction of the East Annex
was completed in 2025. Meanwhile, we
were losing more grand old trees with
no replacement plan in place. I worked
with Michael Nielson (Department of
General Services [DGS] facilities manager and supervisor of the park) and the
University of California at Davis Arboretum and Teaching Nursery (UCD) to
begin propagating replacement trees. I
would find the seed, seedlings, or saplings wherever available. Mike, through
DGS, would pay for them, and UCD
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agreed to propagate, grow, and hold
them until they reached an appropriate transplanting size for Capitol Park.
A video of the program is available on
YouTube (https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=H6BLV5aBptg).
In 2019, the commission received and
reviewed the first Draft Environmental
Impact Report (DEIR) on the proposed
East Annex Project and, subsequently,
the Recirculated Draft Environmental
Impact Report (RDEIR, under Sacramento County here: Notices, Information Resources for CEQA (ca.gov).
We found both sorely lacking and provided direct comment to DGS and the
JRC, the legislative committee now fully
in charge of building a new Annex, Visitor Center, and underground parking
structure. As was our statutory right, we
requested additional state documents on
the proposed project. They were denied
to us. Efforts to obtain more information on the project during meetings were
also stymied because all those working
directly on the project were under nondisclosure agreements.
Over 100 park trees were within the footprint of construction: two to four of the
originally planted stately Deodar cedars
fronting the Capitol; the bunya-bunya
planted in 1882; an incense cedar (Calocedrus decurrens) planted in the 1880s
and listed as a monumental tree (https://
www.monumentaltrees.com/en/usa/); a
row of six towering coast redwoods; the
120-ft-tall Moon Tree, one of 10 coast
redwoods remaining in the United States
that grew from a seed that traveled to
the moon on Apollo14 in 1971; the state
and national champion Cockspur coral
(Erythrina crista-galli), with a 14-ft trunk
circumference; and many other historic
and memorial trees.
Public notification of legislative hearings
on the project were confined to the legislature’s website. Notices for the DEIR
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They did not provide estimated costs for
each design (see the video here: https://
www.assembly.ca.gov/media/joint-committee-rules-20200909/video). They
addressed the trees only as grouped into
three classes: historic (saved/moved),
removed/replaced, and palms. Based on
their schedule, a Consulting Arborist
report will be issued after the Environmental Impact Report is finalized.
The Visitor Center was presented as completely redesigned, and what appears to
be a preferred new location for the underground parking structure was presented.

Figure 5. The State Champion Cockspur coral tree.

and RDEIR “public” meetings never hit
the press. The project was minimally
reported on in the media and lacked
information on the additions of the
Visitor Center and underground parking structure. It was the public’s money,
but the only link the public could follow (if they knew where to look) was a
website created under the guidance of
JRC chairman Assembly Member Ken
Cooley (https://annex.assembly.ca.gov/).
It lacks information on the process; how
and why the legislature voted to demolish the Annex versus the other options
provided in law; and the “restoration,
rehabilitation, renovation, or reconstruction of the existing State Capitol Building Annex” (Assembly Bill 1826 https://
annex.assembly.ca.gov/content/statutes).
It also contains no information on the
affected trees.
To quote Rob Turner, a journalist who
dug deep enough to contact those
involved on both sides of the Annex Proj-

ect, “The project is one of the biggest in
Sacramento’s history, private or public.
But the process, despite [JRC Chairman] Cooley’s insistence to the contrary,
has been cloaked in more secrecy than
a project of this magnitude should be.
This needs to be a more inclusive process. Not just because of its extraordinary
cost; and not just because your tax dollars
are paying for it; but because this is the
Capital of California—the physical and
historical manifestation of our democracy. (https://www.sactownmag.com/noannexation-without-representation/).”

The Changes in 2020

On September 9, 2020, a short few days
after the legislature adjourned until
December, the JRC held a hearing on
the Capitol Annex Project. They presented three entirely new and different
plans for the Annex, Visitor Center, and
underground parking structure but did
not have the necessary quorum to vote on
the Visitor Center or the three designs.
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There has been no mention of the need
to recirculate a new DEIR to address
these substantial changes, only the hope
that an EIR will be finalized in January. I superimposed the new designs
onto the 2014 park tree inventory and
counted trees impacted. Depending
upon the design choice, my best estimates are that construction will now
affect between 66 to 74 trees, including
two of the historic Deodar cedars, the
Moon Tree, Cockspur coral, magnificent
old Southern magnolias, and numerous
other species. These trees store more than
300,000 pounds of carbon, sequester
another 15,000 lbs. annually, and intercept nearly 78,000 gallons of rainfall
annually, thereby preventing storm runoff into our rivers and streams. Their aesthetic, health, and beautification value to
legislators, citizens, and visitors cannot
begin to be calculated. A voiceover slide
presentation on the benefits that these
trees provide is on YouTube.com (https://
youtu.be/_eNT8oDKsaw).

Building Public Awareness and
Involvement

Dick Cowan and I resigned from the
HSCC in March 2020 in protest of the
secrecy involved in the project. We joined
Public Accountability for Our Capitol
(PAC), a growing coalition of state and
regional building preservationists, landscape preservationist organizations, envi-
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Figures 6a and 6b showing the architectural square design for the new Annex vs. plotted on the actual tree inventory.

ronmentalists, and tree and public advocates who are seeking to
inform the public and ask the legislature to pause and rethink
their plans.
The California State Capitol and Park belong to the people of
California. The legislature promised to be open and transparent about plans yet blocked all attempts at full disclosure. The
HSCC is defunct because it lacks a quorum, given that the senate and assembly failed to appoint the needed four new public
members over the past two years. The state historic preservation officer has never received information on current Capitol
plans. Construction is currently projected to cost well over $1
billion, plus the cost of the nearly completed Swing Building,
where legislators will move during the demolition and reconstruction of the Annex. The project could and should be postponed and rethought. This is money that can help our citizens
right now as we struggle through the effects of COVID-19 and
our historic wildfires.
The Annex needs modernization, no question. The best estimates for its restoration are about $300 million, with little
to no damage to the park and the restored Capitol. There are
other options for parking as well. The irony of destroying trees
for a Visitor Center and parking structure while our governor
believes California leads the fight against climate change is not
lost on those who are watching. Destroying unique tree specimens from around the world, some planted nearly 150 years ago
and towering over 100 feet high, providing beauty, shade, and
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respite for well over 1 million visitors a year, must be paused
and rethought with broad public inclusivity.
If you would like more information on this project and the fight
to pause and rethink it, or you would like to join in the fight,
please visit the following websites for additional information:
Public Accountability for Our Capitol (https://savecalcap.org/)
Save Our Capitol! (https://www.saveourcapitol.org/).
From the sites, you can sign up for news updates on the project and directly email and call legislators as well as check out
Twitter.
Paula Peper is a nationally recognized, award-winning urban
ecologist, tree expert, historian, and author. Her tree measurement
work across U.S. cities in 16 climate zones formed the basis for
the i-Tree Suite of tools that provides citizens with the ability to
calculate the ecosystem services provided by our urban forests. She
retired from the Center for Urban Forest Research in 2014 and
was appointed in 2015 by then assembly member Toni Atkins to
the Historic State Capitol Commission, from which she resigned in
2020. She has most recently partnered with the UC Davis Arboretum and Capitol Park’s grounds supervisor to find and propagate
in-kind replacements for Capitol Park’s rare tree species.
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